Introduction
On 10 August 2007, a new stage in the development of the Evaluative State was reached in France with the promulgation of Law 2007-1199. Officially entitled the 'Law bearing on organizing the new university' (loi portant organisation de la nouvelle université), it was deftly wafted onto the statute book at the very moment when the minds of the nation, academia, administration, students and parents were given over largely to sun, sea, sand and surf, if not sex! Although presented as the brainchild of the Minister of Higher Education and Research, Valérie Pécresse, it was clear nevertheless that overhauling the 'freedoms of the university' 1 was already under active consideration during the latter days of the Presidency of Jacques Chirac (Neave, 2008a).
There was excellent reason for such discreet timing. The Fifth Republic has for a good many years lived with the volatility of the Student Estate. At various rousing moments, the Student Estate had brought the career of the Republic's founding father, General Charles de Gaulle, to a shuddering halt, caused the head of at least one Secretary of State for Higher Education and Research, Alain Devacquet, to bounce down the corridors of power in December 1986 and, in 1997, provided the detonator to a series of nation-wide stoppages which put paid to the right-wing government of Alain Juppé, then Prime Minister and today Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Yet the French case merits closer attention on other grounds as well. France places the development of the Evaluative State in a system of higher education that is in many respects unique, though not without its influence on the Mediterranean nations in Western Europe. French exceptionalism was recently described by no less a figure than (Dhainaut, 2008) . French exceptionalism is very wide-ranging in higher education. All too often, its many characteristics cause great puzzlement if not outright exasperation in those who view it from the outside or those whose careers have been shaped by the assumptions and practices of the AngloSaxon systems such as those in the UK and the USA. Exceptionalism reaches deep into the organization, structure and status of French higher education. It reflects a very particular social and political model, which even today stands largely in opposition to the neoliberal current that has, to varying degrees, sought to shape higher education in Western Europe over the past two decades.
Structural and administrative uniqueness

1) The Grandes Ecoles
Structurally, higher education in France is unique in that the university sector stricto sensu does not carry the elite status it enjoys elsewhere. Rather, the elite sector in French higher education is to be found in the 226 Grandes Ecoles. The Grandes Ecoles are far smaller in student numbers, highly specialized and ferociously selective. Unlike the 86 universities, which fall under the general authority of the Ministry of Higher Education and Research, the Grandes Ecoles are closely associated with the particular ministry for which their graduates are often destined -the Ministry of Defence, Agriculture or Education (DurandPrinborgne, 1992: 217-18) . Amongst the most prominent are the Ecole Polytechnique, founded in 1795 to provide the basis for weapons technology and technical training in engineering and ballistics for the armies of the French Revolution (M. Neave, 2009), the Ecole Normale Supérieure, founded in 1808 to provide a teaching elite for the nation's schools in the shape of the corps enseignant and the corps universitaire, and, finally, the Ecole Nationale d'Administration, created in 1946 to renew and modernize the training of high-level cadres for the nation's civil service. The essential and central identifying feature of these establishments is their symbiotic relationship with state service at the highest level.
As the heartland of the French version of formal meritocracy, the Grandes Ecoles provide what may best be described as 'practice-based' training in such widely differing areas as government, engineering, defence, aeronautics and agronomics. They differ from universities by dint of their formal status as Ecoles d'application, that is, they provide grounded and specialist training to those who are already graduates or, alternatively, provide specialized in-service training to civil servants who
